A new class of bootstrap percolation models in which particle culling occurs only for certain numbers of nearest neighbours is introduced and studied on a Bethe lattice. Upon increasing the density of initial configuration they undergo multiple hybrid (or mixed-order) phase transitions, showing that such intriguing phase behaviours may also appear in fully homogeneous situations/environments, provided that culling is selective rather than cumulative. The idea immediately extends to facilitation dynamics, suggesting a simple way to construct one-component models of multiple glasses and glass-glass transitions as well as more general coarse-grained models of complex cooperative dynamics.
Introduction
Bootstrap percolation (BP) is a primary example of a statistical mechanics model in which a discontinuous phase transition is accompanied by critical fluctuations [1] . Interest in this unsual hybrid (or mixed-order) phase behaviour has grown in the last few years while it has been discovered in a variety of quite unrelated systems [2, 3] . Prominent examples of interest here are certain models of complex networks [4, 5, 6] , and especially of glassy systems, where the possibility of multiple hybrid phase transitions and higher-order singularities [7, 8, 9] , similar to those first discovered in the mode-coupling theory [10, 11] , was inferred through the close connection of BP with facilitation glassy dynamics [12, 13] . These results were generally obtained at the price of introducing some form of inhomogeneity in the problem, such as a fluctuating connectivity in the underlying lattice structure or multiple culling thresholds [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , according to which a particle is culled if a cumulative constraint on the number of its nearest neighbours is satisfied in the form of inequality (less than or, equivalently, greater than). In this paper, we show that this inhomogeneity is not a necessary ingredient and one may find multiple hybrid phase transitions in fully homogeneous environments provided that particle culling is selective, i.e., it does involve only certain specific numbers of nearest neighbours.
There are two main general motivations behind this work. The first stems from the difficulty of finding one-component schematic models of multiple glasses which are sufficiently simple to allow for large scale numerical simulations or even analytical solutions of their equilibrium and aging dynamics. Multiple hybrid phase transitions in such systems, generally arise from the presence of two (or more) microscopic different length scales (typically a repulsive hard-core plus a short-range attractive or even repulsive potential) [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . It is the competition between these length scales that leads, as the thermodynamic control parameters are changed, to multiple phases dominated by qualitatively different particle packing mechanisms on different length scales.
The second motivation is that the idea put forward here may be useful, more broadly, for understanding certain forms of complex dynamics in which cooperativity does not necessarily involves a cumulative effect but rather a selective one. It is well known, for example, that many soft matter systems dominated by hydrophobic interactions [19] , most notably proteins, loose their biological functionality when thermodynamics variables (temperature, pressure, pH concentration) lie outside a relatively narrow range around their ambient values, leading to unusual reentrant Tammann phase diagrams [20, 21, 22, 23] . Another example of interest is offered by the evolutionary dynamics of ecological systems whose stationary states are typically neither scarcely populated nor overcrowded, as epitomized by the celebrated Game of Life cellular automaton, whose dynamical rules are strongly reminiscent of selective kinetic constraints, albeit of irreversible type [24, 25] .
Boostrap percolation
BP is generally concerned with the statistical properties of particle clusters generated on a lattice according to the following procedure. The sites of a lattice with coordination number k + 1 are first occupied with probability p as in ordinary percolation. Then, particles with at least f vacant neighbours are iteratively removed one by one, until a static configuration is reached ‡. Depending on p, the final configuration can be either empty or an f -cluster built up by particles with less than f vacant neighbours. The passage between these two states may have intriguing critical features. On locally treelike lattices with fixed branching ratio k, the case we consider here, an infinite f -cluster can only exist for f > 1 and the BP problem can be solved exactly [1] . The residual fraction, Φ, of occupied site represents the system order parameter and can be written as:
where S = {0, 1, · · · , f − 1} is the set of numbers of nearest neighbours that prevent particle culling, and B is the probability that a site is not connected to the infinite f -cluster through a nearest neighbour, which obeys the self-consistent polynomial equation:
The critical properties of BP transitions are easily established by Taylor expanding the right member side of Eq. 2 in powers of 1 − B. The presence of a linear term for f = k implies a continuous phase transition located at at p c = 1/k. The incipient spanning f -cluster in this case is fractal, as the model reduces to the usual random percolation. When 1 < f < k, instead, the absence of a linear term in 1 − B implies that B, and therefore Φ, must change abruptly: the phase transition is discontinuous and the structure of f -cluster is compact. However, since Φ has a square root singularity at the transition the diverging susceptibility dΦ/dp implies critical fluctuations. The underlying geometrical nature of this behaviour is the diverging mean size of corona clusters (i.e., clusters in which every particles has exactly f − 1 vacant neighbours) and their structural fragility (corona collapse occurs, as in domino-like games, by a single particle culling) [5] . ‡ Note that our definition of the bootstrap percolation rule is equivalent, on the regular lattice considered here, to the one traditionally used in the literature, in which a particle is culled if it has less than m = k − f + 2 neighbouring particles. This is done with the purpose of making a more direct connection to works on facilitated glassy dynamics in which a spin can flip only when it has at least f nearest neighbouring down-spin state.
Selective Bootstrap Percolation
In the more general selective bootstrap percolation (SBP) we now introduce, S is an arbitrary subset of non-negative integers less than f . The critical properties of the phase transition first encountered by increasing p is determined by the lowest order terms in 1 − B of the equation Q = 0, with:
which depends only on the maximum value of S, that is max S ≡ f − 1. Therefore we fully recover the two types of phase behaviour previously discussed for BP: a continuous transition located at p c = 1/k when max S = k−1, and a discontinuous hybrid transition for 2 < max S < k − 1. From a purely mathematical point of view, the main novelty of SBP is that, when gaps in the sequence of non-negative integers less than f are generally allowed, the absence of some powers of B in the polynomial Q(B) will possibly lead to the appearance of extra real roots and, consequently, to multiple hybrid phase transitions. From a more geometrical/physical point of view, the selective kinetic constraint allows for the formation of different corona clusters, whose competition and stability lead to the existence of multiple hybrid behaviour, as the density of the initial particle configuration is changed. Moreover, by simply increasing the lattice connectivity one can further augment the number of real roots (up to k, virtually, by the fundamental theorem of algebra). Therefore, we can generally conclude that SBP displays a phase behaviour richer than BP, even though the basic geometric mechanism of the hybrid behaviour in SBP remains essentially the same as that of BP. Before illustrating explicitly these results in two cases, it is important to emphasize that the correct determination of the phase diagram and the evolution of the order parameter Φ in the presence of multiple phase transitions, requires that a stability criterion for the selection of physical stable solution is properly established. This is simply done by observing that: i) the particle fraction ρ t populating the lattice at time t, while particle culling is carried out, is a non-increasing function of t, and ii) the asymptotic density ρ ∞ = Φ is a monotonic increasing function of the initial particle fraction ρ 0 = p. This implies that the stable physical solution corresponds to the value of the residual fraction Φ or, equivalently, B, which is first encountered during culling dynamics, namely to the largest root of Eq. (3) .
The first case we consider is a Bethe lattice with branching ratio k = 7 and S = {0, 1, 2, 5} which gives the self-consistent equation:
As shown in Fig. 1 the potential Q has two real roots. Accordingly, the order parameter Φ undergoes two jumps with a square-root singularity (the first located at p I c ≃ 0.7046... and the second at p II c ≃ 0.9149..) implying critical fluctuations and therefore a double hybrid phase transition, as expected (since max S = 5 < k − 1 = 6).
Next we consider the set S = {0, 1, 2, 3, 6} for a Bethe lattice with k = 7. This gives the self-consistent equation:
As shown in Fig. 2 the potential Q has again two real roots but now the order parameter Φ undergoes first a continuous phase transition at p I c = 1/7 ≃ 0.1437... (as expected, since max S = 6 = k − 1), and then a hybrid phase transition located at p II c ≃ 0.7986... To highlight the fold (or, equivalently, saddle-node) bifurcation of the discontinuous transition we show, in the right panel of both Figs. 1 and 2 , the unstable and metastable solutions. The former corresponds to the order parameter decreasing with p, which clearly violates the condition ii) of the stability criterion of physical solution previously discussed. The latter, also violates that criterion, nevertheless, in facilitation dynamics closely related to BSP, the observation of metastable solutions in out of equilibrium states, e.g., during a sufficiently slow annealing and for suitable initial conditions, is possible.
Finally, it should be noticed that although the number of jumps in the order parameter can be increased by introducing additional gaps in the sequence of integers of S and making k larger, the absence of a continuously tunable parameter makes it difficult to find A ℓ bifurcation singularities (at which the order parameter critical exponent is β = 1/ℓ). The appearance of such higher-order critical points, corresponding to an ℓ-degeneracy (ℓ ≥ 2) of the largest root of Q, that is:
with the ℓth derivative being nonzero, though a priori not impossible for suitable values of k and S, must be considered rather accidental. 
Conclusions
To conclude, we have introduced a simple and rather straigthforward modification of BP featuring multiple hybrid phase transitions on a random regular graph with fixed connectivity (i.e., a Bethe lattice), in a fully homogeneous environment. We expect this extension of the BP framework to be relevant to the field of complex networks and other forms of cooperative dynamical problems. In particular, the connection between BP and facilitation dynamics immediately suggests how to construct cooperative models with selective facilitation: a non-interacting spin system in which a spin can flip only when the number of its down-spin nearest neighbours belongs to the set S, will have a relaxation dynamics with multiple phases corresponding to the fixed points of SBP Eq. (2). A similar procedure also applies to kinetically constrained particle models. By exploiting this connection one could address the relaxation dynamics of multiple glasses, a problem that seems at the moment hardly affordable in mean-field disordered p+q-spin models, as the one-step replica symmetry breaking solution seems to be unstable in this type of systems [26, 27] . Also, it would be interesting to investigate, e.g., with the Mlayer construction [28] , how multiple glass transitions are possibly avoided in physical dimension [29, 30] . This might shed some light on the nature of ergodicity breaking in multiple glasses observed experimentally and numerically in short-range attractive colloids and related systems [15, 16, 17] .
